The Betty and E. P. Franklin Grant in Tropical Biology and Conservation

The Betty and E.P. Franklin fund provides small grants up to $1,000 for field research in tropical biology and conservation to UCLA graduate students.

Application Information & Deadline

UCLA graduate students should email:
1) Two page proposal
2) Brief budget (not to exceed $1,000)
3) CV
4) One letter of recommendation

APPLICATION CONTACT

Please e-mail completed packet to: Christa Gomez - cgomez@lifesci.ucla.edu with the subject line: Application for Franklin Grant

Center For Tropical Research
Institute of the Environment & Sustainability
University of California, Los Angeles
La Kretz Hall, Suite 300
619 Charles E. Young Drive East, Los Angeles, CA 90095-1496
Phone: (310) 206-6234

Applications are due by May 3, 2015

“Medical and social issues are well spotlighted, but environmental research, needing funds, is essentially overlooked. Perhaps [we] can help to remedy this.”

Betty Franklin, 2002

For more information on Betty Franklin, please visit: